QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNICIAN/
INSPECTOR I
Job Responsibilities


Utilizes standard mechanical and electrical instruments, functional gauges, and test rigs



Processes associated documentation, including process tags, rework tags and
nonconforming material documents



Works under direct supervision and in accordance with instructions and techniques



Perform in-process assembly inspections as well as final product inspections prior to
shipment



Communicate well with other departments such as engineering and purchasing to ensure
final product compliance



Input product data and inspection data into excel spreadsheets and Quantum software
system



Work independently with ability to perform multiple tasks in a fast-paced aerospace
environment



Complete NCMR’s (Non-Conforming Material Reports) and perform follow up to
completion of any dispositions



Complete duties assigned by Quality Manager

Physical Requirements


This position requires light physical effort



Continuous mental and visual attention required



The job may be performed while sitting or standing



Eyesight correctable to 20/20 required

Knowledge And Experience


Minimum 1 year experience



Possess good written and oral communication



Good computer skills including ability to use Excel & Word



Comprehension of ISO9000/9001 or AS9100D



Thoroughness



Technical Capacity



Familiarity with CAD software



Organizational Skills



Personal Effectiveness/Credibility



Problem Solving/Analysis



Competence in specification and drawing/customer requirements interpretation



Ability to operate FARO Arm preferably CAM2 software



Familiarity with GD&T (Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing)

Security Clearance Requirement


Subject to a security investigation and may need to meet eligibility requirements for access
to classified information and a SECRET, TS, or TS/SCI clearance may be required as well.

Education


High school diploma or GED



A minimum of 6 months of inspection experience in a manufacturing environment



Training in general safety, electrostatic discharge awareness, foreign object damage
awareness and quality system awareness

Benefits include:


401(k) Safe Harbor Savings Plan



Medical, Dental, and Vision Insurance Plans



Short and Long Term and Disability



Vacation and Sick Leave Packages



13 Paid Holidays each year



9/80 Work Schedule

The assigned personnel are responsible for the listed duties and responsibilities plus any other
direction and responsibilities assigned by the Managing Members.
Fulcrum Concepts, LLC is a service disabled, veteran-owned, small business that provides innovative
services and products to solve requirements for its customers. Fulcrum Concepts, LLC specializes in
solutions for tactical aviation organizations and is structured to provide comprehensive solutions that
begin with an initial requirement and end with fielded products. At Fulcrum Concepts, the unique
combination of operational experience and a robust aerospace engineering capability enable the
company to provide elegant, lightweight, enduring solutions for its customers.
Fulcrum Concepts, LLC is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer. All qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to sex, gender identity, sexual orientation,
race, color, religion, national origin, disability, protected veteran status, age or any other characteristic
protected by law. In addition to federal law requirements, Fulcrum Concepts, LLC complies with
applicable state and local laws governing nondiscrimination in employment.

